
Only write what is in this color. 



 Eye contact 

 Feet 

 Trunk 

 Hands/arms 



 Look at eyes of 

faces not 

intimidating 

 Look at foreheads 

 Look overtop of 

audience’s heads 



 Feet planted 

shoulder-width apart 

› Point your toes at 

ten o’clock and 

two o’clock. 

 Walk to create 

interest, but don’t 

be distracting 



 Keep the trunk of 
your body relaxed 

and comfortable 

 Use your shoulders to 
face the audience; 

tilt to one way or the 

other to include 

specific parts of the 

audience  



 Using hand gestures 
can add interest to 

your presentation 

 Don’t overuse them 
or use the same ones 

repetitively ; you 

may distract the 

audience 

 Don’t use zero hand 

gestures, either 

 Good example 

http://beta.sling.com/video/show/44783/28/Funny-Graduation-Musical-Speech


•Speed 

•Emphasis 

•Enunciation/ Pronunciation 

•Notes 

•Pause time 

•Humor 

(Ask about groups from 

QGC.) 



 The speed of your words helps the 

audience decide the importance of 

your message.   

› Use fast words to create more excitement  

› Use slow words to convey importance of 

details 

› Use medium words to bridge the gap 
between the two 



 Pause time: the amount of time you put 
between two sentences or ideas. 

 Don’t over exaggerate pause time; keep it 
simple. 

 Don’t refrain from using pauses because you’re 
afraid of awkward pauses.   

 Pauses can help with: 
› Transitioning 

› Emphasizing  

› Making a specific point, etc. 



 In some public speeches or presentations, 

notes are acceptable; if they are, use 

them as a guide—not a security blanket. 

› Be familiar enough with notes that you only 

need them a few times every five minutes or 

so.   

 For this presentation, you are not 

permitted to use notes. 



 Be sure you use correct and accurate 

pronunciation.   

 Incorrect pronunciation is as distracteen as 

missspeled wurds in profeshinal 

presentashuns.  Annoying. 

 Check the dictionary for help with 

pronunciation or ask an authority; there are 

resources online to help with pronunciation, 

as well.    



Professional PowerPoints 
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 Use a background 

 Use entry animations 

 Keep it simple; the PowerPoint is to 

enhance your presentation, not be your 

presentation on its own. 

 Use a distracting background: bright 

colors, pictures, etc. 

 Use distracting entry animations 

 Use crazy font 

 Use bright colors to get attention 

 Rely on the slides for your presentation 




